
Mukti Parv Samagam 
 

By the humble blessings of Baba Hardev Singh Ji Maharaj, Mukti parv diwas 

was celebrated on the 15th of August across the globe. On this special day many 

Nirankari saints gathered in remembrance and paid tribute to all those saints who 

had devoted and sacrificed their life for the true Master and the mission. Saints pay 

tribute to Jagat Mata Budhwanti Ji, Chacha Pratap Singh Ji, and among seven stars of 

Nirankari mission Baba Sajjan Singh Ji, Bhapa Ramchandra Ji, Bhai Saheb Amar 

Singh Ji, Shri Dharam Singh Ji ‘Shauk’, Rishi Vyasdev Ji, Bhagat Ramchandra Ji & Bhai 

Saheb Harnam Singh Ji, Baba Avtar singh ji, Nirankari Raj Mata Ji and many others. It 

is because of the efforts of those and their dedication to the mission that we are 

enjoying this spiritual bliss today. 

The Mukti Parv Samagam held in New Jersey bhavan held topics such as 

mukti, independence, moksh, and Raj Mata ji. With regards to Raj Mata ji, her life, 

experiences, and memories of her were remembered and shared in sangat. Raj Mata 

Kulwant Kaur ji, our well known respected elder, has taught us a lot and worked 

hard to spread the voice of truth to everyone. One saint mentioned that Raj Mata ji is 

immortal in the sense that she is still alive in our thoughts. He gave an example to 

show how taking an action to stop is really simple. For example, you get gyan (God 

realization) and you can theoretically forget it by not attending congregation. It is 

more important to maintain things (ex. come to congregation regularly and 

maintain that knowledge which has been given to you).  

A Kavi Darbar was performed in which they spoke special words written by 

Raj Mata Ji : "Satkar Guru da kare, Sab da Satkar karo".  Speaking punjabi poetry to 

give messages to thank God, appreciate what He has given and continues to give, 

and to continue to keep His acknowledgment in our view, were some of the thoughts 

that Raj Mata Ji always expressed in her poetry.  

Another saint also touched upon Raj Mata ji's remembrance and said how we 

should take inspiration from her. Most of us, as he mentioned, were initiated into 

the Mission during the time of Baba Gurbachan Singh ji. Raj Mata ji's selfless service, 

high thinking with simplicity exemplifies her personality. We’ve already got first 



mukti from Satguru in the form of “gyan” but, salvation still needs to be attained 

during life. So far, one major step has been taken once a person receives gyan.  

There was a documentary shown about Raj Mata ji., in which each of her 

children’s touched on the sanskar(values) that were passed on to them; and many 

more also learned from her. "Pyar karogey, phir pyar milega. Satkar karogay, phir 

satkar milega" (Raj Mata ji). Raj Mata ji's actions were always in accordance with the 

words and guidance of the Satguru. She always kept this reference point and 

followed on Nirankar's path. Baba Hardev Singh ji maharaj said he was the one who 

received shakti and taqat (power) from Raj Mata ji. Raj Mata ji accepted her father in 

law as Satguru, receiving gyan (God realization) from Shehensha Baba Avtar Singh 

Ji; then husband, Baba Gurbachan Singh Ji as the Satguru and later her son, Baba 

Hardev Singh Ji as the Satguru. But the biggest role she played altogether was in the 

form of a devoted disciple.  

His Holiness shared an incident during the documentary which brought tears 

in many saints eyes. He shared that, when He went to hostel to study and Raj Mata Ji 

went abroad on tours with Baba Gurbachan Singh Ji and even on tours in India she 

would send letters. At the end of each letter she wrote, “Bulanhaar Kulwant.” She 

was so humble that to any saint whether young or old she would have the same 

feelings.  

By doing sewa, Raj Mata ji taught others how to do sewa. By giving love, Raj 

Mata ji taught others how to love. "Kaam karne se kabhi nai darna. Kaam bara ya 

chota nai hota"  (Raj Mata ji). The biggest tribute one can pay to such devotees is to 

live their teachings in our daily lives. "Maa tuhje salaam. Tere bhakti ko salaam. Tere 

vishaalta ko salaam. Tere samdrishti ko salaam.  Zimidariyan nibhane ko salaam. 

Har cheez ke liye tuje salaam. Maa tuhje salaam !!  

 


